
     


       


 
  

 
 
   

 


     


 


 



 


 


  


 


 




 


 


  



   


 


 

       






   






    


  








 





       





























       



  



















    

 



          



       





  

 




 






   
  

  




     



       






    
   
   




   




   










     
  

 
   

 

       



  





  


        

 





 

  


 
   




    
 







       




 




   








  





  





       
   


 

       



   
  




 


     
    

 


 
   

 
 

     
     

 


 

   



       






  


    
     

    
   


    


      

     
   


      


   

   


 


       








     


  
 


 

 






   


     

 








       








   



 




      













    

  



  

       



  
  






   



      






 


 



    





       






   




   

 


   









     






  
  
    

    

       








      

      



 




    

  


    








  

  
         

       



      
  


 

  








      
  


     

   








  


       



 








  
     




 







 
 


 

  
       

   
    



   

       



     

      
         

  








  


   















  

       



  

 

  
      


      







 


  

  


 

  
 

   



   




       




   











 
 

     


      


    




     




       



 



   
 

 

    







  





  




 


       




  


  

  


   

 

 







  



  




 

       







     

 




 


  


 

 





 
    





 

 


       



   







    

    






    


 




  


    
  

 

  
 

  


       



     


     


   


   







  







 
   

      

       







 

 


  





  

   










  
 

  


      


       









 


  














  

       



   
  



















 

       







 





















       
















 


The Nemesis of Islam was that the Islamic Ideology never

found its proper and articulated expression in the political

institutions of the Islamic state .
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''This was the time when the past was being avidly explored

by the Muslims, and it was this enthusiasm which enabled him to

find his metier-historical research''.

       









   ''all these killed the spirit of liberty and free inquiry and led

to the ethics of slaves, as it is called''.





''His poems show how quickly Muslim India was emancipating

itself from the faith in British civilization which was an article

of faith with sayyid Ahmad. There is some veiled satire in

Hali. Shibli throws off all disguise and formally annexes

politics to poetry. 
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